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REPUBLIC OF KENYA 

  

GARISSA COUNTY ASSEMBLY 

 

 THE HANSARD 

 

Tuesday, 17th October, 2017 

 

The House met at the County Assembly Chamber, at 2.30PM 

 

[The speaker (Hon. Ahmed Ibrahim Abass) in the Chair] 

 

Hon. Speaker: Yes member from Galbet 

Hon. Abdirizak Ismail: Thank you Mr. Speaker I think there is statement requested by 

honorable Irshad relating the issue of staffs and think the majority leader has committed himself 

that he will report of 17th which is today so maybe the majority leader can give us an answer  

Hon.Mahat Osman: Thank you Mr. speaker I think we have scheduled that one on 19th because 

we have been conducting the vetting process of the nominees so we have scheduled Sunday and I 

thing that response will come on Tuesday  that is 19th 

Hon. Mohamed Amin: Thank you Mr. Speaker I want the honorable leader of majority to take 

this matter serious let him not bring excuse on Thursday because Thursday we have a very 

serious business please majority leader kindly take this matter serious  

Hon. Speaker:  leader of majority what was the issue and why is it not available  
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Hon. Mahat Osman: Mr. speaker honorable Dr. Irshat MCA from Ijara has sick for a statement 

from the board Garissa County Public Service Board the sacking of the number of the staffs 

which some of them have been removed from the payroll there is a comprehensive statement that 

we are expecting and we are also expecting the report that the county executive have relied on to 

come to this house so we are expecting this one from the board there is no communication  

Hon. Speaker: when are you supposed to respond majority leader? 

Hon. Mahat Osman: On Tuesday Mr. Speaker sir 

HON.MEMBER: Rising on standing order 40 general statements with your leave I just pointed 

to know them self for medical insurance because we are enquiring a lot of expenses and some 

members’ got accident so they wanted to know the expenses of the medical card. 

SPEAKER: there is a fact that we should have a welfare committee so that we would have 

been……….. 

HON.MEMEBER: Mr. speaker on same standing order I see  statement from I don’t know if it 

is the secretarial issue of the word offices because I think it is almost two month ending our 

offices are not functional in having any report any information so we need to be given direction 

on the issue of the offices because some of the people only it to give them those opportunities we 

are putting a lot of motions and we also need to settle in our offices we also seek direction on 

that matter,  thank you.  

 

Hon. Speaker: ….. And the board will be in place …….. 

Hon. Mohamed Gabow: Of the ward offices but I think made a communication that we only 

want  is serious issues because we know people are coming to our bedroom for consultation it’s 

that tribal. So, we want to have these offices so that we have a day or two for the people to come 

to us and ventilate at least where we can help or we cannot help. The bitty to come either all 

through your ward office engaged or people are at your home. You know it become like a hunted 

species, its trouble. So am sure dispose as first as possible Insha-Allah 
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Hon. Speaker:Mr. Hon. Gabow, we all aware that you are a member of the public board 

together we shall go back to…. 

Hon. Mahat Osman (Majority Leader): I also want to remind the members that there is bill 

coming to this house in regards to ward office. For the reminder that in the first house we were 

acting in a regulation. Now that is an Act that supposed to come with a bill that will be bases of 

forming those offices. So, that bill will come to this house we also approved and the board will 

now engaged the other teams.  

Hon. Speaker: where is the bill coming from ? 

Hon. Mahat Osman (Majority Leader): Mr. Speaker, the secretariats are drafting a bill that 

according to Act we are supposed to make some laws in regarding the operation of that office 

and how those staffs will be recruited. How the premises will be hired? So all this will be 

captured in that bill  

Hon. Speaker: I thought we had a committee that deals with members issues and the is coming 

from particular committee. In the standing order now we want to recruit from offices and let 

them do but I cannot see another member is there hon. Aboo we have to interview two people 

from outside and appoint Thursday afternoon and the whole board will be in place. Yes hon. 

Member  

Hon. Member: thank you Mr. Speaker, this is just statement; I was suggesting just like our 

elected MCAs can we as a nominated MCAs being accorded in the ward fund. Thank you  

 

Mr. Speaker: To organize clerk I want you to communicate the honorable members which 

committee will they selecting at what time and the venue and you avail your clerks , I am told 

every committee has a meeting hall this is even better in national assembly .  

In national assembly  they don’t have a particular place to do,  today you are here tomorrow you 

are there, so if you have that is enough, ten o’clock tomorrow , if you are not able to conduct the 

election in the morning you can do it in the afternoon but it should not before the end of 

tomorrow , not have Thursday so that all committee on the floor . 

 Anything  from the member? Yes. 
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Hon. :  Mr. speaker on that note of the committee we also want to seek the guidance from your 

chair that if member  belong to three or two committees and if the time of the two committees 

become at once and we have some interest in these committees either a chair or something else , 

we want now that guidance also  to be followed to be given priorities for the committees , 

because if your member of two committees you will which you attend and which you will not 

attend  so those guidance we need  to have those timings for certain committees between eight  to  

ten we want from them something of that sought we need such kind of guidance to be put in 

place . Thank you. 

Mr. Speaker: yes 

Hon.Abdirizak Ismail Sheikh   : Chair on the same issue I think the reason why the issue of 

committee was taken long is because in this house we passed a committee I think the first 

committees was selection, appointment and house business. And the selection committee is a 

committee mandated by this house they sat down, they drafted a minute and there is a way they 

do things and all of us our core mandate weather you are nominated, weather you are elected, 

weather in NASA or JUBILEE our core mandate is one and same, the issue of representation, the 

issue of oversight and the issue of legislative we all in the same carder. And therefore I just want 

to urge the honorable members we should consider the issue of representation because if each 

sector decide to take everything then the collectiveness, the brotherhood, the oneness and 

humility of this house will be in jeopardy. 

 I think from onset all of us decide to move to one direction I mean it’s just matter of election 

everybody decided to go for any position or party so we should not discriminate ourselves based 

on party issue , ethnics lines , we should not discriminate ourselves in all those angles, because in 

the end of the day our core mandate will based on that issue and therefore on that direction also  

Mr. Speaker  I don’t know because having being a member in eleventh parliament I think the 

issue of majority having their way and minority having there say  should be respected and 

regarded and I don’t know the issue of selection committee because its minute how we can also 

handle that. Thank you Mr. Speaker. 
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And I don’t know as the issue of the selected committee because is minted high we can also 

handle that one thank you Mr. speaker. 

selected committee the honourable members they are end by the representation by the majority 

leader and minority leader they sat down and agreed which committees are going to be the 

majority party and the minority party before I think the committees were amended but never the 

less it’s the public domain they sat the certain committees that is supposed to be shared among 

the NASA collision and the committees that is to be shared among the jubilee and its affiliate 

parties  so that is what we discussed and think the minute is also public thank you  

Hon. Speaker: Yes honorable Mohamed Abdi Farah 

Hon. Mohamed Abdi Farah:Thank you Mr. Speaker Mr. Speaker I want to bring the intention 

of the members to the standing order 186 reads as this that the chair will account person and the 

county public investment committee shall be elected from amongst members of majority 

commissions or minority party as the choice may be there is serious confusion  

Mr. speaker and the minutes drafted by the secretariat and swords between NASA and jubilee 

has not been suspected way to the speaker this matter can be resolve through a motion by 

bringing a minute to this minute this house the issue of NASA and jubilee can come thank you 

Mr. speaker 

Speaker ………. [Mike problem]  

Thank you Speaker sir I think this issue is committees because some of the committee members 

have a date schedule its outside their meetings,  and then when it comes to the issues raised 

……………………………………….[ mike problem] .and then we come to my college 

honorable member for Dadab today the specific standing order with specific and the specific 

committee as per and that one is clearly stated as per ……I think what the selection committee 

presented … 
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